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		Who we are?

	

	
		 Avivi is an international IT company of professional software developers for the success of your business. We create the best solutions for eCommerce, implement CRM systems, implement projects of any complexity and provide technical support to customers in more than 50 countries.
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                Quick response to the first request and short reaction time of the manager during the work

            

          			            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                Free advice from experts — consultations on tariff plans and technologies are not charged

            

          			            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                Personal manager and all possible means for task control and time tracking

            

          			            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                Technical support after purchase and a flexible system of discounts for regular customers

            

          			            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                30+ highly qualified and certified developers to create individual project teams

            

          			            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

                14 years of IT solutions integration, impeccable reputation and positive feedback from clients 
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                Magento 2

                Full cycle of development and configuration of eCommerce projects on one of the world's most popular platforms

            

                                  
                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                    
                

                Bitrix24

                All types of work on the implementation of the Corporate Portal and CRM system with individual development of additional functionality
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                Comprehensive implementation and individual development of products from Odoo, business support partnerships
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                All types of work with smart contracts, tokens, NFT and other blockchain projects
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                                The Payment System with Bitrix24                            

															
									
	In the process of adapting the Bitrix24 portal for the Indigo Company, we carried out the integration with the Zooz payment system. We have improved the operation of filters, reporting, and automatic updates of emails. 
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                                Wertgarantie Gmbh                            

															
									
	 This enterprise portal with a unique corporate identity was created for a german company. Implementation also included: configuration of basic and extended functionality according to the client's needs, multilevel access permissions to different pages, widgets and analytics setup. 
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                                Your Building Team                            

															
									Avivi carried out a large-scale website development project for Canadian construction company Your Building Team and integrated it with Bitrix24 CRM. One of the most interesting achievements of the project is the development of a unique form of feedback, which allows you to receive a maximum of useful information from a potential customer and facilitate the work of the sales department.								
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                                Thielium                            

															
									How can NFT contribute to the development of world science? Our team has created a portal project for scholars where any important article can be turned into a non-fungible token. So now young scientists have a common place for discussions and discussions, and experienced ones — for selling their own scientific achievements.								
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                                Jewelry factory                            

															
									Over the years, our company provided technical support to the eCommerce project of the Kyiv Jewelry Factory. Therefore, it is natural that the migration to Magento 2 was also entrusted to Avivi. So now we provide technical support for another technology.								
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                                Five Star Claims Adjusting                            

															
									
	 Avivi's solution for CRM duplicates management helped establish the order in our client's business from the USA, and will be useful for those who have Bitrix24 оn-premise editions.
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                                Onyx Telecom                            

															
									Avivi has developed a custom multi-field editing solution in the Bitrix24 Lists tool. This case has allows to edit any field in Bitrix24 from any place in a Portal.
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                                Cavadian Properties                            

															
									
	Avivi developers have implemented a business automation project for a Cavadian Properties realtor agency from the North American city of Dallas. Now, the agency staff can respond much faster and with better quality to the appeals of their clients.
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                                Transfer of business from Salesforce into Bitrix24                            

															
									Avivi Company has successfully integrated the self-hosted version of Bitrix24 in financial services for businesses that were previously used by Salesforce. The project was providing not only the terms of reference for setting up the work, but also the social component.								
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                                Chizay                            

															
									The implementation of the on-premise Bitrix24 for Chateau Chizay has been made in strict accordance with the customer's wishes. It was important for the company to expand the client base and implement a whole range of services: from the sale of finished wine and brandy products to the promotion of tourism business in the field of tasting tours.								
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                                Global Aluminium Solutions                            

															
									Information about new clients is sent automatically to Bitrix24 from several website forms. Depending on the type of the form that was filled by the client, various statuses are assigned to new Leads (i.e., subscription, callback request, question to the manager). Furthermore, the source that delivered a client is also tracked.
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                                Client’s portal in Bitrix24                            

															
									
	Avivi Company has developed a solution for the client’s portal on the boxed version of Bitrix24, which allows clients to work with CRM leads but, at the same time, remain external users. 
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                            The Payment System with Bitrix24                        

                        								
									
	In the process of adapting the Bitrix24 portal for the Indigo Company, we carried out the integration with the Zooz payment system. We have improved the operation of filters, reporting, and automatic updates of emails. 
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                            Wertgarantie Gmbh                        

                        								
									
	 This enterprise portal with a unique corporate identity was created for a german company. Implementation also included: configuration of basic and extended functionality according to the client's needs, multilevel access permissions to different pages, widgets and analytics setup. 
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									Avivi carried out a large-scale website development project for Canadian construction company Your Building Team and integrated it with Bitrix24 CRM. One of the most interesting achievements of the project is the development of a unique form of feedback, which allows you to receive a maximum of useful information from a potential customer and facilitate the work of the sales department.								
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									How can NFT contribute to the development of world science? Our team has created a portal project for scholars where any important article can be turned into a non-fungible token. So now young scientists have a common place for discussions and discussions, and experienced ones — for selling their own scientific achievements.								
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	 Avivi's solution for CRM duplicates management helped establish the order in our client's business from the USA, and will be useful for those who have Bitrix24 оn-premise editions.
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									Avivi has developed a custom multi-field editing solution in the Bitrix24 Lists tool. This case has allows to edit any field in Bitrix24 from any place in a Portal.
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	Avivi developers have implemented a business automation project for a Cavadian Properties realtor agency from the North American city of Dallas. Now, the agency staff can respond much faster and with better quality to the appeals of their clients.
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	Avivi Company has developed a solution for the client’s portal on the boxed version of Bitrix24, which allows clients to work with CRM leads but, at the same time, remain external users. 
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			Our services
		

		
	    
					
				
					
				
			

			Development of turnkey software of any level of complexity

		    

	    
					
				
					
				
			

			Implementation of the Bitrix24 corporate portal with CRM configuration

		    

	    
					
				
					
				
			

			Technical support of ready-made eCommertse projects

		    

	    
					
				
					
				
			

			Transfer business online from other platforms or migrate CRM to Bitrix24

		    

	    
					
				
					
				
			

			Compilation of training materials and trainings for your employees

		    

	    
					
				
					
				
			

			Outsource Outstaff

		    

		

	


    
        
            Clients and reviews
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							We used an on-premise CRM solution from Bitrix24 that we purchased earlier. But this required us to spend extra on server support and maintenance, which was not practical for us. I spoke with Avivi's manager, and explained clearly the specifics of our situation. The Avivi team promptly started to transfere my busines from server to the cloud servise. After implementing and setting up the cloud tariff, Avivi started transferring data. I was engaged in negotiations and control of the process from our side. From Aviva's side, we had a personal manager who led our project. First of all, I was pleasantly surprised that Avivi undertook to transfer data from the local version to the cloud version — usually users ask to do the opposite. Also, they did it relatively quickly, qualitatively, and for a reasonable fee.						
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													Ali Saad
							CEO in Intervision RDC

						

					

				

							
					
											
							Avivi did a great job customising our Bitrix24 platform. They provided good feedback and ideas and was very responsive while developing different feature options for us"						
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													Steve Handley
							Founder at Dryv Technology

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	Ivan from Avivi was brilliant. Listened to everything we needed, was always on hand to answer questions, and the most important thing for us: his understanding of Bitrix was amazing, which meant he could offer suggestions of ways we had not considered of doing stuff that would work better for us. And the end price was very good value, and the job completed very quickly. I cannot recommend Ivan enough; they are absolutely amazing to work with and we will definitely be using them again in the future!
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													Tom Brooks
							Senior Manager in Mossac Ltd

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	 We found it impressive how the team translated our extremely detailed excel sheet into a working Bitrix24 module. After Avivi implemented the above-defined custom modules to our CRM system: Our quotation process is now more efficient and streamlined all within our CRM and lead generation from our email has become much more organized, their system easily parsed the data sent to our email and created perfect lead cards with all the correct data in the correct fields.
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													Olga Utku
							Digital Marketing Manager

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	 I hired a company to install on-premise Bitrix24. We had an issue with the outgoing emails as they were going to spam. We wanted to use an external SMTP server to deliver the emails but it was not available on the "on-premise" installation. Avivi was recommended by my programmers. they said they used them before successfully. I reached out to Avivi and asked them to install a specific SMTP module on my on-premise Bitrix24 so that we can use a specific SMTP server to send emails. I was communicating with Anastasia, the sales manager and it was excellent. It took Avivi about a week to complete the task. Communication was good even with the time zone difference. They delivered on their promises.
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													 Isaac Ohana
							Vice President Of Business Development at Disability Credit Canada, Inc.

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
Working with Avivi has been nothing short of fantastic! My company was in need of setting up our new program and customizing it the way we needed. Not only did they help us get our original idea launched, both on time and within budget but we simultaneously began building out a variation of the original platform to meet demands from a new customer base. Avivi easily handled these changes and guided us through the process. This is not your “normal” developer company, I’ve only seen them operate with a high level of integrity and have always had our best interest in mind - not inflating the development costs. Anastasia, our sales manager, has been phenomenal and is very easy to communicate with while ensuring we stay on budget and within our deadlines. I cannot recommend Avivi enough!
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													Jonathan Morris
							Owner/COO in Legato

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	 The CRM increased efficiency while meeting expectations for functionality. Avivi worked transparently and delivered the system faster than expected. Despite the time difference, they were responsive via remote communication. Customers can expect highly-affordable rates.
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													Nick Rotundo
							Property Specialist

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	I'm from South Korea. What recommendations do you need more?

	 It is a company that is full of positive energy. It is highly recommended.
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													Paul BongKweon Park
							Founder

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	Nach einigen negativen Erfahrungen mit einer Vielzahl von IT Anbietern habe ich nun bei AVIVI die Hochqualifizierten gefunden, die ich schon lange gesucht habe. Seit ca. einem Jahr arbeiten wir bereits zusammen und endlich funktioniert meine Website so wie ich immer wollte und sieht wie gewünscht aus. Diese Dienstleistungen kann ich jedem wärmstens empfehlen.
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													Borys Vilenskyy
							Director

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	 I've spent a great deal of time with Avivi and have to say they have been extremely helpful with all of my needs. I started with them when I was having an emegency with my Bitrix system and was unable to get help anywhere else. They immediately helped solve the issue and have been there ever since. I can't express my appreciation for them in words, other than Thank You for always being there when I need you! :)
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													Jarred Lintz
							Director of Operations

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	 Great team!
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													Serge Kret
							CEO

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	Very good and reliable cooperation with Avivi, especially in customizing and developing Bitrix24 AddOns
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													Arno Driemeyer
							Top Manager

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	I'm so grateful to avivi for supporting bitrix for contributing this app that is very useful, keep going guys good job
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													Rolando Mirón
							Owner

						

					

				

							
					
											
							
	 Our company has been working with Avivi for more over a year now and we are pleased with their qualification. The team is always very responsive and is focusing their effort on meeting our requirements in every detail. Great communication and support!
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													Idan Shulian
							Top Manager

						

					

				

							
					
											
							When I wanted feedback, Avivi would respond within an hour or less. Hope to develop our future cooperation with them.						
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													Anton Potapenko
							Marketing manager

						

					

				

							
					
											
							Avivi’s team gives us status updates so we can work more transparently. Thank you for the cooperation, guys!						
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													Vera Ossipov
							Process manager

						

					

				

							
					
											
							Expressing our gratitude to the team of developers from Avivi. 
 Through your company, MIT Labs has acquired a reliable and qualified partner for 1C-Bitrix implementation of any complexity. Confidence and competence of Avivi's employees provided us with an opportunity to successfully and promptly complete a series of complicated projects for extremely demanding customers.

We hope to maintain established friendship and business relations. Looking forward to further mutually beneficial collaboration!						
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													Helen Menshikova
							Executive director
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                                Seller

                                I am professional PHP and Python developer. I concentrate on a couple of PHP-based technologies. The first one is Bitrix24/Bitrix development where I have 10+ years experience of all works with this software and became a certified Gold Partner of Bitrix24 Inc. I have developed strong skills in Bitrix24 CRM implementation, custom development for both cloud and on-premise versions of Bitrix24. I'm member of the Enterprise support team. My whole stack of technologies are PHP and JavaScript, which are used in Bitrix Framework. Also I specialise on Python-based technology.
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	Chats in Bitrix24 are one of the favorite sections of the portal for all employees, because this is where lively business communication and personal and informal conversations take place. One of the disadvantages of the Bitrix24 chat is that there can be an extremely large number of dialogues, but...                            
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	 Average users of Bitrix24 do not delve into the specifics of the system's operation: in their opinion, if it works slowly, it means that you need to add more power to the server or delete something. In fact, solving the problem can be much simpler and less painful when you have to consciously give...                            
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	 Artificial intelligence is on the rise and finds application in various sectors of the economy and spheres of life. In 2023, Bitrix24 received another package of updates, which included an almost complete integration with artificial intelligence from the IT giant Microsoft, which immediately became...                            
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